
Andrew Jakubisin
-Graphic Design Specialist-
ian.jakubisin@gmail.com
San Antonio, TX, 78259
3900 Ridgeway Drive
210-929-4405

Dear employer,

I am interested in this job opportunity at your graphic design firm. I am capable of
creating videos and films that display products, tell a story, or even inform.

For the past 3 years I have been studying the Adobe suites and the applications they
have available to them. I have been introduced and practiced in Adobe Photoshop,
Illustrator, Premiere Pro, and After effects. These were all taught to me during my
8th, 9th, and 10th grades at both Tex Hill Middle School and Johnson High School. I
believe that my technical skills could be put to great use in a work environment as I
can work well with others and communicate effectively.

I would love to speak with you further about this job opportunity so if possible, you
can reach me at ian.jakubisin@gmail.com. Thank you for your consideration!

Respectfully,
Andrew Jakubisin

Career Objective: To gain experience and be an effective team player for
projects that will help me achieve my personal and professional aspirations.

Educational Qualifications: Audio Video Production I & II                         -2 Year
-Johnson HS SATX, 78259

Projects:
-About Me Project

It is the first film I made in the 2021-2022 school year and was meant to be an
ice-breaker project to introduce myself to the rest of my AVP II class.
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-Class Intro Sequence

This film was another ice breaker film, however it was more goofy and comical
in order to become more comfortable with my peers.

-Color Isolation & Transitional Effect Project

This film was meant to assess our understanding of color isolation and color
theory.

-Horror film short

This film was meant to assess our Sound Mixing skills and how different
audios can invoke different emotions in the viewer.

-Superhero Jump & Landing Effect

This film helped us understand where the eyes of the viewers are attracted
and how to manipulate their focus to make films easier to comprehend.

-UIL Film Festival Short

This film was entered into a UIL film competition and told a story of a brother
who previously lost his sister and is suffering from PTSD

-Drone Piloting Montage

This film was a compilation of some drone shots I took on the first day of
using a drone. It displayed my drone piloting skills.

-Content Creator Video

This film assessed our ability to become a content creator on platforms such
as Youtube or Twitch. It had to be professionally created and include a hook to
keep viewers interested.



-5 Day Film Project

This film encompassed all 10 of my classmates as well as myself and assessed
our ability to  work together and run on a tight schedule. It also showed us
that everybody has to pitch in to get to a finish product and that without
proper planning/preparation, an idea can fall apart quickly.


